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 $379.95 To receive continuous updates of EAGetMail, please subscribe to EAGetMail RSS feed. November 27, 2006 A URL
is a special kind of string that must be interpreted by a URL parser. The class EAGetMail URL parser interprets URLS that
look like this: The characters between the "" and "www.whatsmyuser.com/" are the host name, "www.whatsmyuser.com",

followed by the protocol part, "https", and the path part of the URL, "page.aspx". A URL parser has a few parameters to control
how it processes URLs. For instance, you can choose to ignore the host name part of the URL, because you don't want the user

to go to a different site that you didn't intend to, for instance www.facebook.com, and not www.facebook.com/username,
because you want to log the user to the proper Facebook site. For this reason, the EAGetMail URL parser has an option named

ignoreHostname that is set to true by default. The EAGetMail URL parser also has two option settings that control how it
processes URLs: splitAbsoluteUrls and URLRegex. When you set splitAbsoluteUrls to false, the URL parser will not break up
the URL into its components, the host name and path, and treat the entire URL as a single string. When you set URLRegex to a

regular expression, the URL parser will only recognize and interpret URLs that fit the regular expression. For instance,
EAGetMail will not process URLs that contain ".abcdef" in them, because this would not be a valid URL. To interpret a URL,

the EAGetMail URL parser first checks to see if it recognizes the URL. If the URL matches the regular expression specified by
the URLRegex, then it continues on to the parsing. If the URL does not match the regular expression, then it returns false. To

process the URL, the EAGetMail URL parser calls the split method on the UrlParser object. The default behavior for the
UrlParser's split method is to return a string of the URL with the hostname, the protocol, and the path separated from each other

by a slash "/". If you would like the URL parser to ignore the hostname part of the URL 520fdb1ae7
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